**Getting to know your**

**Cochlear ‘Nucleus 7’ CP1000 Processor**

- Switch ‘on’ by connecting the battery, ‘off’ by disconnecting the battery

**TOP TIPS**

- Change the microphone cover panel every 3 months.
- To stop moisture affecting your processor, use your dry box every night
- If the processor sounds muffled, ‘crackly’ or stops working, change the coil (you should have a spare in your kit). If the problem continues, contact the repairs service.
- If the processor looks damaged, contact the repairs service.
- The Cochlear website can help you to troubleshoot any problems:
Getting to know your

CR210 remote control

Switch your remote control ‘on’ or ‘off’ by sliding the side button.

TOP TIPS

- If you have a new processor you will need to pair it with the remote – to do this, place the processor coil on the back of the remote. To pair two processors to one remote, repeat the above step with your second processor.
- Your remote control does not need charging – it takes a large flat CR2032 battery that can be replaced by removing the back cover with the yellow screwdriver in your kit.
- The remote control automatically goes in to ‘standby mode’ to stop the battery draining. To ‘wake it up’ just switch it off and on again using the slider on the side.